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� = � 0 �11 �1 � : On this spae we de�ne expliit Heke operators Tl and diamond operators Rd (seex5.2).Our onjeture an be stated as follows:Main onjeture 1 Let � : Gal(�Q=Q) ! GL(V ) be a ontinuous absolutely irreduible odd repre-sentation in a 2-dimensional vetor spae V over a �nite �eld F of harateristi p: Let N; k; " be theondutor, the weight and the harater attahed to � by Serre (see [13, x1, x2℄). Then there exists anon zero Z-linear map � : Lk(N)! Fsatisfying the following onditions:1. For eah prime l not dividing pN; we have� Æ Tl = al� (2)where al = Tr �(Frobl):2. For eah integer d prime to N; we have� Æ Rd = "(d)�: (3)The main theorem of this paper is then:Main theorem 1 The main onjeture (stated as above) is equivalent to the strong onjeture ofSerre (in his strong modi�ed form, see x4.2).The theorems of this paper were mainly obtained in my Ph.D.thesis, where the main theorem wasproved for k � p+ 2: Most of the ideas took shape throughout disussions with Joseph Oesterl�e, towhom I would like to present my deepest gratitude. The existene of this paper owes a lot to him.Furthermore, I would like to thank Jan Denef for his support during the Ph.D.work.1 Preliminaries1.1 Modular formsDenote by H the omplex upper half plane. For  = � a b d � 2 GL+2 (R) and z 2 H; we putj(; z) := z + d: For a holomorphi funtion f on H; an integer k and  2 GL+2 (R) we denotef j[℄k(z) := f(z)j(; z)�k detk�1:We de�ne �1(N) := �� a b d � 2 SL2(Z) j a; d � 1 mod N;  � 0 mod N�and denote Fk(�1(N)) (resp.Mk(�1(N)); Sk(�1(N))) the spae of modular funtions (resp. modularforms, modular uspforms) over C of weight k with respet to �1(N): The integer N is alled thelevel of the modular funtion.Let �n (resp. �0n) be the subset of M2(Z) onsisting of matries � a b d � with ad � b =n; a� 1 �  � 0 mod N (resp. ad� b = n; d� 1 �  � 0 mod N). For every n � 1 we de�ne Hekeoperators Tn and T 0n on modular funtions by the formulas:Tn : Fk(�1(N)) ! Fk(�1(N))f 7! P�2�1(N)n�n f j[�℄kand similar for T 0n where we replae �n by �0n: If a modular form f =P anqn is an eigenvetor ofthe Heke operators Tn; we have that Tnf = anf: It it known that WN Æ Tn = T 0n ÆWN (see e.g. [3,x4℄ or [15, p. 86-87℄) where WN is the Atkin-Lehner involution and that both Tn and T 0n stabilize thespae of modular forms and modular uspforms.For d prime to N; we de�ne a diamond operator Rd byRd : Fk(�1(N)) ! Fk(�1(N))f 7! f j[�d℄k2



where �d 2 SL2(Z) is a matrix ongruent to � �d�1 �0 �d � mod N with �d 2 (Z=NZ)� the lass of d:Let " : (Z=NZ)� ! C� be a Dirihlet harater. We say that f 2 Fk(�1(N)) belongs to Fk(N; ")if Rdf = "(d)f for every d prime to N (analogous we de�ne Mk(N; ") and Sk(N; ")). We de�neR0d = R �d�1 and we have that WN Æ Rd = R0d ÆWN (see e.g. [3, x4℄).1.2 The Shimura isomorphismThe standard representation of GL2(C ) on C 2 is the representation given by� a b d �� uv � = � au+ bvu+ dv � :We dedue from this representation, for eah k � 0; a representation of GL2(C ) on the kthtensor power TkC(C 2 ) of C 2 : We shall denote by Vk the subspae TSkC(C 2 ) of TkC(C 2 ) onsisting of thesymmetri tensors. It is stable under GL2(C ): The representation of GL2(C ) on Vk is haraterizedby the relation � a b d �� uv �
k = � au+ bvu+ dv �
k : (4)From the natural non degenerated pairing on C 2< � uv � ;� u0v0 � >= det� u u0v v0 �we dedue a non degenerated pairing on Vk haraterised by< � uv �
k ;� u0v0 �
k >= (uv0 � vu0)k:Remark that we have < x; y >=< x; ~y > for x; y 2 Vk and  2 GL2(C ); where ~ = �1 det()(alled 'the main involution' by Shimura, see [15, p. 72℄).The Shimura ohomology group is now de�ned, for k � 2; by Hk(�1(N)) := H1(�1(N); Vk�2):We shall denote by sh : Fk(�1(N))!Hk(�1(N))the C -linear map f 7! ohomology lass of 0� 7! z0Zz0 f(z)� z1 �
k�2 dz1Awith z0 2 H (see [15, hap. 8℄). One an prove that the map is well de�ned and that this de�nitiondoes not depend on the hoie of z0 2 H:We de�ne a Heke operator T 0n : Hk(�1(N))!Hk(�1(N))in the following way: if u is a 1-oyle in Z1(�1(N); Vk�2) we hoose a map u� : �0n ! Vk�2 suhthat u�(�) = u�(�) + u() (5)for  2 �1(N) and � 2 �0n: Suh a map always exists. Let 0 2 �1(N): By (5), the map � 7!u�(�0) � u�(�) is �1(N)-linear on the left, hene ~�(u�(�0) � u�(�)) depends only on �1(N)�;and we de�ne u0(0) = X�2�1(N)n�0n ~�(u�(�0)� u�(�)): (6)One proves that the lass of u0 only depends on the lass of u and is independent of the hoie u�:We de�ne therefore T 0n(lass of u) = lass of u0: We remark that we use the notation T 0n just to drawthe attention that this operator is de�ned with respet to �0n:Denote by Sk(�1(N)) the omplex vetor spae of antiholomorphi uspforms. As an immediateonsequene of the Shimura isomorphism we an state3



Theorem 2 (Shimura isomorphism)(sh; sh) :Mk(�1(N))� Sk(�1(N))!Hk(�1(N))is an isomorphism of omplex vetor spaes, where sh is de�ned by sh( �f) = sh(f):.In fat Shimura proves in [15, thm. 8.4℄ that there exists an isomorphism between modular usp-forms and the uspidal subgroup of the Shimura ohomology group de�ned over the real num-bers. The theorem stated above follows essentially from extending salars and the observation thatMk(�1(N))=Sk(�1(N)) is isomorphi to the quotient of the Shimura ohomology group by its usp-idal subgroup.Furthermore, it is known that the Shimura isomorphism is ompatible with Heke and diamondoperators (see [15, thm. 8.5℄), i.e.Theorem 3 For every n � 1 and every d 2 (Z=NZ)� we have thatsh Æ T 0n = T 0n Æ sh; sh Æ R0d = R0d Æ sh:2 Combinatorial desription of the Shimura ohomologygroups2.1 Shapiro's Lemma and the ohomology of an SL2(Z)-moduleWe �rst give an expliit formula whih desribes Shapiro's lemma:Lemma 1 (Shapiro's Lemma) Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of �nite index. Let Q be a leftH{module. Let P be the oindued module HomZ[H℄(Z[G℄;Q): Then G ats on P by (g0u)(g) = u(gg0)and we have H1(H;Q) �= H1(G;P )anonially.We �rst de�ne a map H1(G;P )! H1(H;Q): Let v : G ! P be a 1-oyle in Z1(G; P ): De�neu(h) := v(h)(e) for h 2 H: It is easy to see that this is a 1-oyle and that the map is well de�ned.We now de�ne a map H1(H;Q) ! H1(G;P ): Let u : H ! Q be a 1-oyle in Z1(H;Q): Take amap u : G! Q suh that u(hg) = hu(g) + u(h) for h 2 H; g 2 G(suh a map u always exists). We then de�ne v : G! P byv(g)(g0) = u(g0g)� u(g0):One heks that this is a 1-oyle, that the map is well de�ned and that the ohomology lass of vis independent of the hoie of u:Furthermore, it is straightforward that the omposition of this two maps gives the identity.Remark. If Q is a left G{module, we have that P �= Z[HnG℄
ZQ; where G ats on Z[HnG℄
ZQas g0(Hg 
 q) = Hgg0�1 
 g0q: The isomorphism works as follows: to an element u 2 P we assoiatePg2HnGHg 
 g�1u(g) in Z[HnG℄
ZQ: The inverse isomorphism assoiates to an element Hg 
 q 2Z[HnG℄
ZQ; the map u 2 P de�ned byu(g0) = � 0; if g0 62 Hgg0q; if g0 2 Hg:These isomorphisms are ompatible with the ations of G:Assume now that M is an SL2(Z){module where multipliation by 2 and 3 are invertible. DenoteM+ for the submodule of M �xed by �I = � �1 00 �1 � ; and M� the submodule of M on whih�I ats as -1. Following ideas in [11, x1.7, prop. 9℄, we obtain the following, where � and � denotethe matries � 0 �11 0 � and � 0 �11 �1 �. 4



Proposition 1 Denote M+� for the submodule of elements of M+ whih are invariant under �; andde�ne in a similar way M+� ; then we have thatH1(SL2(Z);M) �=M+=(M+� +M+� ):Proof. We �rst remark that M = M+ � M� and H1(SL2(Z);M�) = 0: Indeed, if u 2Z1(SL2(Z);M�) is a 1-oyle, we have u(�I:g) = (�I):u(g)+u(�I) = g:u(�I)+u(g) and therefore2u(g) = �(g � 1)u(�I): Beause multipliation by 2 is invertible in M�; u is a oboundary. SineH1(SL2(Z);M) = H1(SL2(Z);M+)�H1(SL2(Z);M�); it suÆes to desribe H1(SL2(Z);M+):If � 2 Z1(SL2(Z);M+) is a 1-oyle, we have �(�g) = (�I):�(g)+ �(�I); hene �(�I) = 0 (bytaking g = �I) and �(�g) = �(g): In other words, � de�nes by passing to the quotient, a 1-oylein Z1(PSL2(Z);M+):Sine PSL2(Z) is the free produt of the groups of order 2 and 3 generated by the images of �and � respetively, we have an isomorphismZ1(SL2(Z);M+) ! ker(1 + �)� ker(1 + � + � 2)� 7! (�(�); �(� ))where ker(1 + �) denotes the kernel of multipliation by (1 + �) in M+: Furthermore we haveker(1 + �) = (� � 1)M+ and ker(1 + � + � 2) = (� � 1)M+ sine multipliation by 2 and 3are invertible, and we remark that (� � 1)M+ �= M+=M+� and (� � 1)M+ �= M+=M+� (by(� � 1)m1 7! m1 + M+� and (� � 1)m2 7! m2 + M+� ): So we get an isomorphism of groups� : Z1(SL2(Z);M)!M+=M+� �M+=M+� :The image under � of a 1-oboundary g 7! gm � m is the image of m by the diagonal mapM+ !M+=M+� �M+=M+� : We end the proof by the fat thatM+=M+� �M+=M+� ! M+=(M+� +M+� )(m1 +M+�; m2 +M+� ) 7! m2 �m1 +M+� +M+�de�nes by passing to the quotient an isomorphism H1(SL2(Z);M) ! M+=(M+� +M+� ) (see e.g.[11, x1.7℄). Q.E.D.2.2 Appliation to the Shimura ohomologyWe an apply the last paragraph to the group G = SL2(Z); subgroup H = �1(N) and the G{moduleQ = Vk�2 where k is an integer � 2: Sine Hk(�1(N)) = H1(�1(N); Vk�2) we obtain as a diretonsequene of Shapiro's lemma and the remark anonial isomorphismsHk(�1(N)) �= H1(SL2(Z);HomZ[�1(N)℄(Z[SL2(Z)℄;Vk�2));�= H1(SL2(Z);Z[�1(N)nSL2(Z)℄
ZVk�2)Then we apply proposition 1 in order to onlude thatHk(�1(N)) �=M+=(M+� +M+� ) (7)where M = Z[�1(N)nSL2(Z)℄
ZVk�2:Combining all expliit isomorphisms above, we get the following desription when Hk(�1(N))is identi�ed with M+=(M+� + M+� ) by the isomorphism (7): the Shimura map Fk(�1(N)) !Hk(�1(N)) is identi�ed with the mapFk(�1(N)) ! M+=(M+� +M+� )f 7! lass of Pg2�1(N)nSL2(Z)�1(N)g 
 iR� f j[g℄k(z)� z1 �
k�2 dz:Example. In order to give the reader a better idea of the role of the modular symbols, we desribeshortly the ase k = 2: In this ase, we identify M+ with C [�1 (N)nPSL2(Z)℄ in the following way:to an element �1(N)(�g) of �1(N)nPSL2(Z); we assoiate the single element �1(N)g = �1(N)(�g)of �1(N)nSL2(Z) if N � 2 (�I 2 �1(N)); the sum of the two elements �1(N)g and �1(N)(�g) ifN > 2 (�I 62 �1(N)): With this identi�ation we have (see [6, prop. 6.4.1℄):Proposition 2 The omposition of the surjetion M+ ! M+=(M+� +M+� ); of the isomorphismM+=(M+� +M+� ) ! H2(�1(N)) (see formula 7) and of the anonial isomorphism H2(�1(N))!H1(X1(N); usps; C ) where X1(N) is the modular urve with regard to �1(N) (see e.g. [6, x3.2℄)assoiates to an element �1(N)(�g) of �1(N)nPSL2(Z) the modular symbol fg0; g1g:5



2.3 Heke operatorsThe linear map T 0n : H(�1(N)) ! Hk(�1(N)) gets identi�ed through the isomorphism (7) with alinear map T 0n :M+=(M+� +M+� )!M+=(M+� +M+� )where M = Z[�1(N)nSL2(Z)℄
ZVk�2:Assume that PnAA is an element of Z[GL+2 (Q)℄ with the following property: for eah � 2SL2(Z)�0n; we have XA2�SL2(Z)nA([A0℄� [A1℄) = [0℄ � [1℄ in Z[P1(Q)℄: (8)We assoiate to this element the linear map� : M ! M�1(N)g0 
 x 7! PA nA P�1(N)g 2 �1(N)nSL2(Z)g0A 2 �0ng �1(N)g 
 ~Ax (9)where g0 2 SL2(Z); x 2 Vk�2 and ~A = det(A)A�1: We have learly �(M+) � M+: One an provethe following proposition.Proposition 3 The map M+ ! M+ indued by � de�nes, by passing to the quotient, the mapT 0n : M+=(M+� +M+� )!M+=(M+� +M+� ):However, this is not easy and takes several pages of omparing the Heke operators on the appropriatespaes (in fat we study this operators trough a 'dual' Shimura isomorphism following ideas in [8℄ and[16℄). Note that the ation of Heke operators given onM is of a total di�erent nature than the (usual)ation on modular funtions and Shimura ohomology groups. All details an be found in [6, hap. 7℄.We have an similar desription of the diamond operators, whih is easier to prove.Proposition 4 The map M+ !M+ indued by� : �1(N)g 
 x 7! �1(N)�dg 
 xde�nes, by passing to the quotient, the map R0d : M+=(M+� +M+� )!M+=(M+� +M+� ):Remark. All the results in setion 1 and 2 an be stated and proved (see [6℄) in the moregeneral setting of any subgroup � � SL2(Z) of �nite index (instead of �1(N)) and the setting oforrespondenes de�ned as double osets (instead of the onrete Heke or diamond operators).3 Some algebraIn this setion we state 2 theorems in abstrat algebra, whih are used later on in a onrete setting.Theorem 4 Let K be a �eld, A be a K{algebra, M and N be two A{modules, of �nite dimensionover K: Let L be an extension of K: If the A(L)-modules M(L) and N(L) are isomorphi, then M andN are isomorphi as A{modules.Proof. See [9, p. 45 and p. 51℄. Q.E.D.Theorem 5 Let R be a Dedekind domain, K be its fration �eld, P be a maximal ideal of R; A be anR-algebra, V be a �nite dimensional vetor spae over K on whih A ats R-linearly, M and M 0 betwo R-latties of V stable under A: Then the A=PA-modules M=PM and M 0=PM 0 have isomorphisemi-simpli�ations.Proof. Let RP denote the loalization of R at P: Then MP and M 0P are two RP -latties of V stableunderAP andAP=PAP ;MP=PMP ;M 0P=PM 0P are anonially isomorphi toA=PA;M=PM;M 0=PM 0:Therefore, by replaing R by RP ; we may assume that R is a disrete valuation ring and in partiulara prinipal domain.We reall that an A=PA-module N of �nite dimension over R=PR has a Jordan{H�older �ltrationN = N0 � N1 � : : : � Nn = 06



(where Ni=Ni+1 is a simple A=PA-module for every 0 � i < n) and that n�1Li=0(Ni=Ni+1) is alled asemi-simpli�ation of N:We separate the proof in di�erent ases.3.0.1 Case 1: PM �M 0 �MIn this ase we have the following two exat sequenes:0 ! M 0=PM ! M=PM ! M=M 0 ! 00 ! PM=PM 0 ! M 0=PM 0 ! M 0=PM ! 0This gives (M=PM)ss �= (M 0=PM)ss � (M=M 0)ss and(M 0=PM 0)ss �= (M 0=PM)ss � (PM=PM 0)ss:Sine R is a prinipal domain, we have obviously M=M 0 �= PM=PM 0 and hene the theorem.3.0.2 Case 2: M 0 �MThen there exists an n 2 N suh that PnM �M 0: We haveM 0 �M 0 + Pn�1M �M 0 + Pn�2M � : : : �M 0 +PM �M:Remark that for every 0 � i � n� 1; we haveP(M 0 +PiM) �M 0 +Pi+1M �M 0 + PiM;and so we an onlude by using n times the arguments of ase 1.3.0.3 Case 3: General aseStarting with two arbitrary R-latties, we apply the onlusions of ase 2 for M \ N � M andM \N � N: Comparing the two results yields the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D.Corollary 1 (Using the notation of theorem 5). Assume A to be ommutative. Let � : A! R=P bea homomorphism of R-algebras. If there exists a non zero x 2 M=PM suh that ax = �(a)x for alla 2 A; there exists a non zero y 2M 0=PM 0 suh that ay = �(a)y for all a 2 A:Proof. We dedue this lemma from theorem 5 and the following observation.Let B be a ommutative ring and N be a B-module of �nite length. Let M be a maximal idealof B: Then the following two statements are equivalent:1. N ontains a submodule isomorphi to B=M:2. B=M is isomorphi to some quotient of a Jordan-H�older �ltration of N:Indeed, 1) 2 is obvious. Sine N is of �nite length, it is a diret sum of submodules, eah of whihis annihilated by a power of a maximal ideal. Under assumption 2, the summand orresponding tothe maximal idealM is di�erent from 0; and it obviously ontains a submodule isomorphi to B=M:If we apply this general observation to B = A; M the kernel of � and N either M=PM orM 0=PM 0; we onlude the proof of the orollary by the fat that the semi-simpli�ations of M=PMor M 0=PM 0 are isomorphi.Q.E.D.
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4 Serre's onjeture4.1 Modular forms with oeÆients in FLet N � 1 and k � 0 be integers, and " : (Z=NZ)� ! F� be a Dirihlet harater with values inthe �nite �eld F: There are di�erent ways to de�ne the notion of a uspform of level N; weight kand harater " with oeÆients in F: We �rst give the de�nition used by Serre in [13℄, under theassumption that "(�1) = (�1)k and that k is even when p = 2: (These assumptions are satis�edwhen N; k; " are the invariants attahed to � as in [13, x1, x2℄).Let �Z denote the ring of algebrai integers in C : Choose a maximal ideal in �Z ontaining p: Itsresidue �eld is an algebrai losure of Fp that we denote by �Fp : We denote by z 7! ~z the redutionhomomorphism �Z ! �Fp and we hoose an embedding F ! �Fp ; so that " an be onsidered as aharater with values in �F�p :Denote by "0 : (Z=NZ)� ! �Z the Teihm�uller lift of "; i.e. the unique harater whih takesvalues in the roots of unity of order prime to p suh that e"0 = ": We have that "0(�1) = (�1)k:Serre de�nes a modular uspform with oeÆients in F (see [13, x3.1℄), of level N; weight k andharater " as a formal power seriesf = 1Xn=1 anqn; with an 2 Fsuh that there exists an element f0 2 Sk(N; "0) of the formf0 = 1Xn=1Anqn; with An 2 �Zwith ~f0 = f; i.e. ~An = an for all n: Let us denote Sk(N; ")F for the spae of suh uspforms.We have that Sk(N; ")F does not depend on the hoie of the maximal ideal of �Z ontaining p and ofthe embedding F ! �Fp : this follows from the fat that �(f0) 2 Sk(N; � Æ "0) for all � 2 Aut(C ) (see[2, prop. 2.7℄). The dimension of Sk(N; ")F over F is equal to the dimension of Sk(N; "0) over C : Wean de�ne on the spae Sk(N; ")F an ation of Heke and diamond operators by T (f) = gTf0 (here Tdenotes either Tn or Rd). This de�nition again is independent of the hoie of the maximal ideal in�Z and of the embedding F ! �Fp ; sine T (�f) = �(Tf) for � 2 Aut(C ) for suh a orrespondene; itis also independent of the hoie of the lift f0. The Heke and diamond operators ommute amongsteah other, and we have Rdf = "(d)f for d prime to N: We shall say that f is normalized if a1 = 1;if f is normalized and f is an eigenvetor of Tn; we have Tnf = anf:Another way of de�ning a modular funtion with oeÆients in F is to use Katz' de�nition (seee.g. [2, x2℄). One an de�ne on the spae of Katz modular funtions Fk(N)KatzF Heke operators Tn(for n � 1) and diamond operators Rd (for d prime to N) (see [2℄). We will denote Fk(N; ")KatzF(resp. Mk(N; ")KatzF ; Sk(N; ")KatzF ) for the spae of Katz modular funtion (resp. Katz modularforms, Katz modular uspforms) of level N; weight k; harater " with oeÆients in F:A third way is to de�ne modular uspforms with oeÆients in F; of level N; weight k; as a formalpower series f = 1Xn=1 anqn with an 2 Fsuh that there exists an element f0 2 Sk(�1(N)) of the formf0 = 1Xn=1Anqn with An 2 �Zwith ~f0 = f; i.e. fAn = an for all n: We denote Sk(�1(N))F for the spae of suh uspforms. As inthe �rst de�nition of Serre, Sk(�1(N))F does not depend on the hoie of the maximal ideal of �Zontaining p nor on the embedding F ! �Fp ; and the Heke and diamond orrespondenes at on it.We de�ne Sk(N; ")modF to be the subspae of Sk(�1(N))F on whih the diamond operator Rd ats by"(d) for eah d prime to N: 8



Let now F be a �nite �eld of harateristi p not dividing N and " : (Z=NZ)� ! F� be aharater. We then have the inlusionsSk(N; ")F � Sk(N; ")modF � Sk(N; ")KatzF (10)and in some ases this inlusions an be strit. They are ompatible with the ations of Heke anddiamond operators.4.2 The various settings of Serre's onjetureIf f = 1Pn=1 anqn 2 Sk(N; ")KatzF is normalized and f is an eigenvetor of the Heke operators Tl; for lprime not dividing pN (with assoiated eigenvalue al), Deligne ([2, thm 6.7℄) proved that there existsa semi-simple ontinuous representation�f : Gal(�Q=Q) ! GL2(F )haraterised (up to onjugation) by the following:� Tr�f (Frobl) = al;det�f (Frobl) = "(l)lk�1 for all prime numbers l 6 jpN: (11)By Frobl we mean an arithmeti Frobenius element at l:The weak onjeture of Serre ([13, 3.2.3?℄) an be stated asConjeture 2 (Serre's weak onjeture) Let � : Gal(�Q=Q) ! GL(V ) be a ontinuous homomor-phism, where V is a 2-dimensional vetor spae over F: If � is absolutely irreduible and odd, thenthere exists a normalized modular uspform f with oeÆients in F (of some level, some weight andsome harater) whih is an eigenvetor of all Heke operators Tl for l prime not dividing pN; andsuh that �f �= �:Serre assoiates a triple (N; k; ") to � and in a �rst version of his strong version, Serre predited thatthis modular uspform f should belong to Sk(N; ")F (see [13, 3.2.4?℄). He realized soon afterwardsthat his de�nition of a modular form with oeÆients in F was slightly too restritive, and hesuggested to replae Sk(N; ")F by Sk(N; ")KatzF or Sk(N; ")modF : In the literature, the onjeture ofSerre is usually studied in the Katz setting, we are going to look at the modi�ed setting (i.e. the aseSk(N; ")modF ). Nevertheless we have the following theorem:Theorem 6 The strong onjeture of Serre in the setting of Katz modular forms is equivalent to theonjeture in the modi�ed setting.Proof. The equivalene of the onjetures follows from the following fats: in these onjetures,the weight k attahed to � by Serre is � 2: But it is known that for k � 2; we have Sk(N; ")KatzF =Sk(N; ")modF exept in the ase where N = 1 and p = 2 or 3 (see [5, lemma 1.9℄; this observationwill return several times in the proof of the main theorem: see x9.1). And for p = 2 or 3, absolutelyirreduible odd representations � : Gal(�Q=Q) ! GL2(F ) with ondutor 1 do not exist (see [14, p.229, 3(i)℄ and [14, p. 710, note 229.2℄). Q.E.D.Remark. Edixhoven de�nes another weight k0 to � (see [4℄). We always have k0 � k (and k0 = k inmost ases). His re�nement of the strong onjeture of Serre is that the modular form an be foundin Sk0(N; ")KatzF : This re�nement implies the onjeture of Serre in the Katz setting. For p 6= 2; it iseven known (but diÆult to prove) that this re�nement is equivalent to the Katz setting of Serre'sonjeture and even to the weak version of Serre's onjeture (see [5, th. 1.12℄).5 The Z-module Lk(N)5.1 Isomorphism with Hk(�1(N))We denote by M the module Z[�1(N)nSL2(Z)℄
ZVk�2: Reall from the introdution that CN is theset of pairs (u; v) of elements in Z=NZsuh that Zu+Zv = Z=NZ:Then there is a anonial bijetion�1(N)nSL2(Z)! CN : it maps �1(N)g to the redution mod N of the seond row of g: We henean de�ne a Z-linear map Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 ! M by sending (u; v) 
 P (X;Y ) to �1(N)g 
 x;where g is any matrix in SL2(Z) with seond row ongruent to (u; v) mod N; and x is the unique9



element in Vk�2 suh that P (z; 1) =< x;� z1 �
k�2 > for every z 2 C (see x1.2 for the de�nition ofthe pairing). This map an be extended to a C -linear map�0 : Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 
ZC !M:Lemma 2 The map �0 is an isomorphism.Proof. This is lear from the de�nition and the fat that the pairing on Vk�2 is non degenerate.Q.E.D.We de�ne a right ation of SL2(Z) on Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 as follows:((u; v)
 P (X;Y ))j[g℄ = (au+ v; bu+ dv)
 P (aX + bY; X + dY );for g = � a b d � 2 SL2(Z):Lemma 3 The isomorphism �0 is ompatible with the ation of SL2(Z) in the following sense: wehave �0(�) = �1�0(�)for � 2 Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 
ZC and  2 SL2(Z):Proof. If �0(�) = �1(N)g 
 x; we have �1�0(�) = �1(N)g 
 �1x: On the other hand, if = � a b d � ; the seond row of g is ongruent to (au + v; bu + dv) mod N and we haveP (az + b; z + d) =< �1x;� z1 �
k�2 > for all z 2 C : The equality �0(�) = �1�0(�) follows.Q.E.D.Reall from the introdution that Lk(N) is de�ned as the quotient of Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2by the subspae generated by the elements of the form x + xj[�℄ and x + xj[� ℄ + xj[�2℄ for x 2Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2: (This subspae ontains also the elements of the form x�xj[�I℄ sine �2 = �I:)The map �0; omposed with the projetion M !M+ (with kernel M�) de�nes, by passing to thequotient an isomorphism �1 : Lk(N)
ZC !M+=(M+� +M+� ):When omposing this isomorphism with the isomorphism (7) between M+=(M+� + M+� ) andHk(�1(N)); we get an isomorphism� : Lk(N) 
ZC !Hk(�1(N)):5.2 Heke operators on Lk(N)For eah integer n � 1; we de�ne an operator Tn on Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 by the formulaTn(x) = XA2An xj[A℄for x = (u; v) 
 P (X;Y ); where A runs over the �nite set An of matries � a b d � 2 M2(Z) suhthat ad� b = n; a > b � 0; d >  � 0; and wherexj[A℄ = �(ua+ v; ub+ vd)
 P (aX + bY; X + dY ) if (ua+ v; ub+ vd) 2 CN ;0 otherwise.Remark that PA2AnA satis�es ondition (8) (see [11, prop. 20℄).The hoie of this sum to de�ne Tn looks a little bit arbitrary. Indeed, if we hoose another sumPmBB in Z[M2(Z)℄ (with support in the matries of determinant n), whih satis�es the sameondition (8), we do not have PA2An xj[A℄ =PmBxj[B℄: However, we have the following proposition.Proposition 5 PA2An xj[A℄ and PmBxj[B℄ have the same images in Lk(N):The proof is based on the following lemma (whih is equivalent to [10, prop. 4.3℄).10



Lemma 4 Let � =PuGG 2 Z[SL2(Z)℄ suh thatXuG[G1℄� uG[G0℄ = 0 in Z[P1(Q)℄; (12)then we have � 2 Z[SL2(Z)℄(1+ �) +Z[SL2(Z)℄(1+ � + � 2):We prove prop. 5. Sine both PA2AnA and PmBB satify (8), we have for every � 2M2(Z) withdet(�)= n; XA2�:SL2(Z)\An[A1℄� [A0℄ + XB2�:SL2(Z)�mB[B1℄ +mB [B0℄ = 0 in P1(Q):We dedue P��1A2SL2(Z)\��1An[��1A1℄� [��1A0℄+P��1B2SL2(Z)�mB[��1B1℄ +mB [��1B0℄ = 0 in P1(Q):Using lemma 4, we an write thereforeXA2AnA�XmBB =X �ii (13)with �i 2 M2(Z); det(�i) = n; i 2 Z[SL2(Z)℄(1 + �) + Z[SL2(Z)℄(1 + � + �2): This proves theproposition.We see from this that the omposite mapZ[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 Tn!Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 ! Lk(N)is unhanged if we replae PA2AnA by PmBB:Proposition 6 The Heke operator de�ned on Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 de�nes by passing to the quotienta well de�ned map Tn : Lk(N)! Lk(N):Proof. It suÆes to prove that Tn vanishes onZ[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2(1+�) andZ[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2(1+� + � 2): Sine both PA2AnA and � PA2An �A are ombinations whih satisfy ondition (8), we dedueby lemma 4 that PA2AnA+ PA2An �A sends Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 to zero in Lk(N): This exatly meansthat PA2AnA vanishes on Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2(1 + �):A similar proof holds for Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2(1 + � + �2) sine PA2AnA and � PA2An �A + �2Aboth satisfy ondition (8). Q.E.D.For eah d prime to N; we de�ne a diamond operator Rd on Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 byRd((u; v)
 P (X;Y )) = (du; dv)
 P (X;Y ):Sine Rd(x + xj[�℄) = Rd(x) + (Rd(x))j[�℄ and Rd(x + xj[� ℄ + xj[� 2℄) = Rd(x) + (Rd(x))j[� ℄ +(Rd(x))j[� 2℄ for every x 2 Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2; we dedue that Rd stabilizes the subgroup of Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 generated by the elements of the form x+ xj[�℄ and x+ xj[� ℄ + xj[�2℄ for x 2 Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2: We therefore haveProposition 7 The diamond operator de�ned on Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 de�nes by passing to thequotient a well de�ned map Rd : Lk(N)! Lk(N):Remark. It is lear, not immediately from the de�nition but from prop. 5 and lemma 4, that theHeke and diamond operators ommute on Lk(N):
11



5.3 Compatibility of Heke operatorsProposition 8 The operators Tn and Rd on Lk(N) agree through the isomorphism � with the oper-ators T 0n and R0d on Hk(�1(N)):Proof. When we identify Hk(�1(N)) and M+=(M+� + M+� ); the Heke operator T 0n getsidenti�ed with an operator, still denoted T 0n; on M+=(M+�+M+� ): By prop. 3, the map � : M !Mde�ned by �(�1(N)g 
 x) = XA2An X�1(N)h 2 �1(N)nSL2(Z)gA 2 �0nh �1(N)h
 ~Axmaps M+ to M+ and de�nes T 0n by passing to the quotient. If (u; v) (resp. (u0; v0)) is the redutionmod N of the seond row of g (resp. h) and if A = � a b d � ; we remark that the onditiongA 2 �0nh is equivalent to (au + v; bu + dv) = (u0; v0): If P (X;Y ) 2 Z[X;Y ℄k�2 is suh thatP (z; 1) =< x;� z1 �
k�2 > for all z 2 C ; then Q(X;Y ) = P (aX + bY; X + dY ) is suh thatQ(z; 1) = P (az + b; z + d)= (z + d)k�2 < x;� az+bz+d1 �
k�2 >= < x;A� z1 �
k�2 >= < ~Ax;� z1 �
k�2 >for all z 2 C : This shows that, by the isomorphism �0; � gets identi�ed with the map Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 
ZC ! Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2 
ZC dedued from x 7! PA2An xj[A℄ by the extension ofsalars. Proposition 8 follows for the Heke operators.The ase of diamond operators is treated in a similar way, but is simpler. Looking at prop. 4,and if (u; v) is the redution mod N of the seond row of g; the redution of the seond row of �dgis ongruent to (du; dv): We onlude as in the ase of Heke operators. Q.E.D.6 Relation between Lk(N) and Sk(�1(N))Reall that Mk(�1(N)) denote the spae of modular forms of weight k for �1(N); Sk(�1(N)) thesubspae of uspforms and Ek(�1(N)) the spae of Eisenstein series, i.e. the orthogonal omplementof Sk(�1(N)) in Mk(�1(N)) for the Petersson salar produt.Theorem 7 There exists an isomorphism of omplex vetor spaesHomZ(Lk(N); C ) ! Sk(�1(N))�HomC(Sk(�1(N)); C ) �HomC(Ek(�1(N)); C )suh that Hom(T; 1) on the �rst spae agrees with T �Hom(T; 1)�Hom(T; 1) on the seond, with Teither a Heke operator Tn or a diamond operator Rd:Proof. There exists by prop. 8 an isomorphismLk(N)
ZC !Hk(�1(N))suh that T on the �rst spae agrees with T 0 on the seond. Theorem 2 yields an isomorphismMk(�1(N))� Sk(�1(N))!Hk(�1(N))ompatible with the ations of T 0 on both spaes (where T 0 ats on Sk(�1(N)) by T 0( �f) = T 0f).The Petersson salar produt yields an isomorphismSk(�1(N)) ! HomC(Sk(�1(N)); C )�g 7! �f 7! < f; g >�1(N)�12



by whih T 0 on the �rst spae is identi�ed with Hom(T; 1) on the seond (see e.g. [15, prop. 3.39℄).Finally the Atkin-Lehner involution gives an isomorphismWN :Mk(�1(N))!Mk(�1(N))whih transforms T 0 in T (see x1.1).Combining all these isomorphisms, we get an isomorphismLk(N)
ZC !Mk(�1(N)) �HomC(Sk(�1(N)); C )= Sk(�1(N))� Ek(�1(N))�HomC(Sk(�1(N)); C )suh that T 
 1 on the �rst spae agrees with T � T � HomC(T; 1) on the seond. The propositionfollows by duality. Q.E.D.7 On the torsion in Lk(N)Let E be a free Z-module of �nite rank and p be a prime number. If E0 is a submodule of E; thefollowing onditions are equivalent:a) E=E0 has no (non trivial) p-torsion;b) the map E0=pE0 ! E=pE dedued from the injetion E0 ! E is injetive;) the dimension over Fp of the image of the map E0=pE0 ! E=pE is larger than or equal to therank of E0 over Z:Lemma 5 Let E be a free Z-module of �nite rank, E1 and E2 be two submodules of E and p be aprime number. Assume that E=E1 and E=E2 have no p-torsion and denote by �E1 and �E2 the imagesof the maps E1=pE1 ! E=pE; E2=pE2 ! E=pE: The following onditions are equivalent:1. E=(E1 +E2) has no p-torsion;2. dimFp( �E1 \ �E2) � rkZ(E1 \E2):Proof. The image of the map (E1 +E2)=p(E1 +E2)! E=pE is �E1 + �E2: Its dimension over Fp isdimFp �E1 + dimFp �E2 � dimFp( �E1 \ �E2):On the other hand, the rank over Z of E1 +E2 isrkZE1 + rkZE2 � rkZ(E1 \ E2):We have rkZE1 = dimFp �E1; rkZE2 = dimFp �E2; sine E=E1 and E=E2 have no p-torsion. Thelemma follows from the equivalene of a) and ) for E0 = E1 +E2: Q.E.D.Lemma 6 Let p be an odd prime number. Any polynomial P 2 Fp [X; Y ℄ of degree � p suh thatP (X;Y ) = P (aX + bY; X + dY ) for all � a b d � 2 SL2(Fp ) is onstant.Proof. We an assume that P is homogeneous of some degree d 6= 0 with d � p:We have to prove thatP = 0: If Q(X) = P (X; 1) then Q(X+1) = Q(X); hene Q is a polynomial in Xp�X: Sine d � p; Qis of the form a(Xp�X)+b for some a; b 2 Fp : So we have d = p and P (X;Y ) = a(Xp�XY p�1)+bY p:Exhanging the roles of X and Y; we see that P must also be a linear ombination of Xp andY p � Y Xp�1; hene P = 0: Q.E.D.Remark. When p = 2; the lemma is true for degree 0 and 1. The homogeneous polynomials ofdegree 2 whih are invariant under SL2(F2 ) are the salar multiples of X2 +XY + Y 2:Proposition 9 Let p be a prime number not dividing N . Assume k � p+ 2 if p 6= 2; and k � 3 ifp = 2: Then the Z-module Lk(N) has no p-torsion, exept in the ase where N = 1; p = 2; k = 3.
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Proof. First we apply lemma 5 with E = Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2; E1 = E� and E2 = E� in order toprove that E=(E�+E� ) has no p-torsion. Then E1\E2 is the set of elements of Z[CN℄
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2�xed under SL2(Z): If we identify CN with �1(N)nSL2(Z); E1 \E2 onsists of the elementsXg2�1(N)nSL2(Z)�1(N)g 
 (P Æ g)where P 2 Z[X;Y ℄k�2 is suh that P Æ  = P for all  2 �1(N): (We write P Æ � a b d � for thepolynomial P (aX + bY; X + dY ):) Any suh polynomial is onstant (hene 0 if k � 3). Thereforethe rank over Z of E1 \ E2 is 1 if k = 2 and 0 if k � 3:Let �E1; �E2 denote the images of E1=pE1 and E2=pE2 in �E = E=pE: We have �E1 � �E�; �E2 � �E� ;hene �E1 \ �E2 is ontained in the subspae of �E �xed by SL2(Z): Exatly as above, we see that thedimension r of this subspae is equal to the dimension of the subspae of Fp [X; Y ℄k�2 �xed by �1(N):Sine p is prime to N; the map �1(N) ! SL2(Fp ) is surjetive, and it follows from lemma 6 thatr = 1 if k = 2 and r = 0 if k � 3:We have proved that dimFp( �E1 \ �E2) � rkZ(E1 \E2): By lemma 5, E=(E1+E2) has no p-torsion.We now prove that E+=(E+� +E+� ) has no p-torsion (for E = Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2). For this,we remark that E� = E+� sine �2 = �I; heneE+ \ (E� +E� ) = E+� + (E+ \E� )= E+� +E+� :This implies that the linear mapE+=(E+� +E+� )! E=(E� +E� )is injetive, hene our assertion.We now prove the proposition when N � 4: In this ase �I (and hene also �) ats without �xedpoints on CN : It follows that any element in E+ (resp. E�) is of the form x+xj[�I℄ (resp. x�xj[�I℄)for some x 2 E: Therefore the linear mapE ! E+x 7! x+ xj[�I℄is surjetive, and its kernel is ontained in the kernel of the anonial surjetion E ! Lk(N):By passing to the quotient, we get an isomorphism from Lk(N) to E+=A; where A is the subgroupof E+ generated by the elements of the form x+ xj[�℄ and x+ xj[� ℄ + xj[� 2℄; where x 2 E+:Sine � ats without �xed points on CN ; the elements of the form x+xj[�℄ for x 2 E+; i.e. of theform y + yj[�℄ + yj[�2℄ + yj[�3℄ for y 2 E; oinide with the elements of E� = E+�: Similarly, sinethe group of order 6 generated by �� ats without �xed points on CN ; the set of elements of theform x+xj[� ℄+xj[� 2℄ with x 2 E+ is equal to E+� : From this we onlude that Lk(N) is isomorphito E+=(E+� +E+� ); hene has no p-torsion.If N = 3; � ats without �xed points on C3: Similar arguments as above show that Lk(N) beomesisomorphi to E+=(E+� +E+� ) after tensoring by Z[1=3℄: This proves the proposition sine p 6= 3 inthis ase.If N = 2; � ats without �xed points on C2: Similar arguments as above show that Lk(N) isisomorphi to E+=(E+� + E+� ) After tensoring by Z[1=2℄: This proves the proposition sine p 6= 2in this ase.If N = 1; the same proof works after tensoring by Z[1=6℄; hene for p 6= 2; 3: We onlude theproof by a diret (and easy) omputation, whih shows that L2(1) �= 0; L3(1) �= Z=2Z; L4(1) �= Zand L5(1) �= Z=2Z: Q.E.D. 14



Remark. Sine L3(1) is isomorphi to Z[X;Y ℄1<X�Y;2X> �= Z=2Zwe an look at the ation of the Hekeoperator Tl (l an odd prime) on the non zero element �X of L3(1) �= Z=2Z:We dedue thatXA2Al �Xj[A℄ = XA2Al(a+ b) �X where A = � a b d � :By [11, lemma 6, lemma 7℄, we an devide Al in l + 1 subsets (eah ontained in a di�erent rightSL2(Z)-oset) of the form�� a0 b00 d0 � ;� a1 b11 d1 � ; : : : ;� an bnn dn ��where � bidi � = � ai+1i+1 � for 0 � i < n; and 0 = bn = 0: For eah of this osets we havenPi=0(ai + bi) � a0 � 1 mod 2 sine a0 is equal to 1 or l: Sine, for l an odd prime, l + 1 is even, weonlude that all Tl at on L3(1) with eigenvalues zero in harateristi 2.8 On the representation of GL2(Fp) on Fp [X; Y ℄8.1 Lowering the degreeLet d � 0 be an integer and p be a prime number. Denote Ud for the Fp{vetor spae of homogeneousfuntions of degree d on F2p � f(0; 0)g: There is a natural ation of GL2(Fp ) on Ud given by:(f:�)(x; y) = f(ax+ by; x+ dy) for � = � a b d � 2 GL2(Fp ):There is an ation of Heke operators on Z[CN℄
 Ud given by the formula:Tn(x) = XA2An xj[A℄where xj[A℄ = � (ua+ v; ub+ vd)
 f:A if (ua+ v; ub+ vd) 2 CN ;0 otherwise.for x = (u; v)
 f: Again this hoie is an arbitrary hoie, but in a similar way as in x5.2, one showsthat this operator is well de�ned modulo the right ation of (1 + �) and (1 + � + �2): The ation ofa diamond operator is given byRd0((u; v)
 f) = (d0u; d0v)
 f for d0 prime to N;with (u; v) 2 CN and f 2 Ud: We have the following proposition.Proposition 10 Let d > p; then there exists an exat sequene0! Fp [X;Y ℄d�(p+1) u,! Fp [X;Y ℄d ! Ud ! 0:The injetion u is given by multipliation by Q := XpY �Y pX and we have u(P )Æg = det(g)u(P Æg)for P 2 Fp [X; Y ℄d�(p+1) and g 2 GL2(Fp ): The map Fp [X;Y ℄d ! Ud is given byP 7! ((x; y) 7! P (x; y))and is ompatible with the ation of GL2(Fp ):Proof. Injetivity of u is obvious. A polynomial R 2 Fp [X;Y ℄d vanishes on F2p if and only if it is amultiple of all Fp -linear forms, i.e. of Y Qa2Fp(X � aY ) = YX(Xp�1 � Y p�1) = Q: This proves thatthe image of u is the kernel of the map Fp [X;Y ℄d ! Ud: Counting dimensions shows that this lattermap is surjetive.Comparing the ation of GL2(Fp ) on Fp [X; Y ℄d and Ud we dedue that the seond map is om-patible with the ation of GL2(Fp ): On the other hand, the polynomial Q is not invariant underGL2(Fp ): One has Q Æ g = det(g)Q: We dedue that for a polynomial P 2 Fp [X; Y ℄d�(p+1) we haveu(P ) Æ g = (PQ) Æ g = (P Æ g) (Q Æ g)= det(g) (P Æ g) Q= det(g) u(P Æ g):Q.E.D. 15



8.2 Degree d � p� 1Suppose that d � p� 1:Proposition 11 There exists an exat sequene0! Fp [X;Y ℄d ! Ud v! Fp [X; Y ℄p�1�d ! 0where the �rst map is ompatible with the ation of GL2(Fp ) and v(f:g) = det(g)dv(f) Æ g for f 2 Udand g 2 GL2(Fp ):Proof. The �rst map is P 7! ((x; y) 7! P (x; y)):This map is ompatible with the ation of GL2(Fp ): We have a dualityUd � Up�1�d ! Fpde�ned by (f; f 0) 7! X(x;y) 6=(0;0) f(x; y)f 0(x; y):We have that < f:g; f 0 >=< f; f 0:g�1 > for any g 2 GL2(Fp ): The orthogonal omplement ofFp [X; Y ℄d; viewed as a subspae of Ud by the �rst map, with respet to this duality is Fp [X;Y ℄p�1�d;viewed as a subspae of Up�1�d in a similar way: indeed these two subspaes are orthogonal sineP(x;y)2F2pP (x; y) = 0 for all P 2 Fp [X; Y ℄p�1 (as one heks easily by taking for P a monomial), andthe sum of their dimensions, d+ 1 and p� d; is equal to p+ 1; the dimension of Ud: This yealds anisomorphism from Ud=Fp [X;Y ℄d to the dual of Fp [X;Y ℄p�1�d:On the other hand, as in the pairing on Vk (see x1.2), one dedues from the pairing< (u; v); (u0; v0) >=uv0�u0v on F2p a pairing on TSp�1�d(F2p ); whih is non degenerated sine p�1�d � p�1: IdentifyingFp [X; Y ℄p�1�d with the dual of TSp�1�d(F2p ) as in x5.1, one gets a dualityFp [X; Y ℄p�1�d � Fp [X;Y ℄p�1�d ! Fpwhih satis�es < P Æ g; Q > = < P; Q Æ ~g >; where P;Q 2 Fp [X; Y ℄p�1�d; g 2 GL2(Fp ) and~g = det(g)g�1: This yealds an isomorphism between the dual of Fp [X; Y ℄p�1�d and Fp [X;Y ℄p�1�ditself. By omposing this isomorphism with the previous one, one gets the surjetive map v : Ud !Fp [X; Y ℄p�1�d with kernel Fp [X;Y ℄d:Using the ompatibility properties of the previous pairings with the ation of GL2(Fp ); we deduethat v(f:g) = det(g)dv(f) Æ g for f 2 Ud and g 2 GL2(Fp ): Q.E.D.9 Proof of the main theorem9.1 From harateristi zero to harateristi pIn this setion, F denotes a �nite �eld of harateristi p prime to N: For eah prime l not dividingpN; let al be an element of F: Let " : (Z=NZ)�! F� be a Dirihlet harater with values in F suhthat "(�1) = (�1)k: We want to ompare the following two onditions:(C1) There exists a non zero linear map � : Lk(N) ! F suh that � Æ Tl = al� for all primes l notdividing pN; and � ÆRd = "(d)� for d prime to N:(C2) There exists a non zero f 2 Sk(N; ")modF (see x4.2 for the de�nition of this spae) suh thatTlf = alf for all primes l 6 jpN:We shall also onsider the ondition:(C3) There exists integersM;M 0 � 1 suh thatMM 0jN; integers i; j suh that i+j � k�1 mod p�1;a �nite extension F 0 of F; and Dirihlet haraters "1 : (Z=MZ)�! F 0�; "2 : (Z=M 0Z)�! F 0�;suh that "1"2 = " and "1(l)li + "2(l)lj = al for all primes l 6 jpN:Note that ondition (C3) only depends on k mod p� 1: We shall proveProposition 12 If (C2) holds, then (C1) holds.Proposition 13 If (C1) holds, (C2) or (C3) holds.16



Proof. Let us identify F with R=P; where R is the ring of integers of a number �eld K; andP a maximal ideal of R ontaining p: Let V; V1; V2; V3 denote the vetor spaes HomZ(Lk(N); K);Sk(�1(N))K ; HomK(Sk(�1(N))K ; K) and HomK(Ek(�1(N))K ; K): Let A denote the ommutativealgebra over R generated by indeterminates Tl (for l prime not dividing pN) and Rd (for d prime top). We let A at R-linearly on V; V1; V2; V3:The A 
R C -modules dedued from V and V1 � V2 � V3 by extending salars from K to C areisomorphi by proposition 7. By theorem 4, the A-modules V and V1 � V2 � V3 are isomorphi. LetM;M1;M2;M3 be R-latties in V; V1; V2; V3 stable by A; and �M; �M1; �M2; �M3 their redutions modP: Finally, let � : A! F denote the homomorphism of R-algebras whih maps Tl to al for all primesl 6 jpN; and Rd to "(d) for d prime to N: We denote by �M (�) the set of elements x 2 �M suh thatax = �(a)x for all a 2 A: The ondition �M (�) 6= 0 is independent of the hoie of the R-lattie Mby orollary 1, and similar statements hold for M1;M2;M3: Moreover we have �M(�) 6= 0 if and onlyif one of the spaes �M1(�); �M2(�); �M3(�) is di�erent from 0.We an take for M1 the R-module Sk(�1(N))R; we then have �M1 = Sk(�1(N))F : and the ondi-tion �M1(�) 6= 0 is equivalent to (C2).We an take forM2 theR-module HomR(Sk(�1(N))R; R); then �M2 gets identi�ed with HomF (Sk(�1(N))F ; F )and ondition �M2(�) 6= 0 is equivalent to �M1(�) 6= 0; hene to (C2).We an take forM theR-module HomZ(L0k(N); R): Then �M gets identi�ed with HomZ(Lk(N)=Lk(N)tors; F ):The ondition �M (�) 6= 0 implies (C1).Prop. 12 follows from the four last alineas. We now prove prop. 13. We distinguish 4 ases:9.1.1 Case 1: k � p+ 2 if p 6= 2; k � 3 if p = 2 and (N; p; k) 6= (1; 2; 3):In this ase Lk(N) has no p-torsion by prop. 9, and the ondition �M (�) 6= 0 is equivalent to (C1).Therefore to onlude, it will suÆe to show that �M3(�) 6= 0 implies (C3). We an for this extend thesalars and assume that M3 has a basis in whih A ats by upper triangular matries. The haraters�i : A! R� appearing as diagonal entries are desribed in [12℄ (they are essential "1(d)"2(d) for Rdand Pdd0=n "1(d)"2(d0)d0k�1 for Tn; where "1; "2 are the onvenient haraters) and �M3(�) 6= 0 if andonly if � is the redution modulo P of one of the �i's. Hene �M3(�) 6= 0 implies (C3).9.1.2 Case 2: (N; p; k) = (1; 2; 3):In this ase (C1) is equivalent to say that al = 0 for all l 6= 2 by the remark at the end of x7, and(C3) is equivalent to the same statement. Finally (C2) is never satis�ed sine S3(�1(1))modF = f0g:9.1.3 Case 3: (p; k) = (2; 4):Remark that we have an isomorphismF2 [X;Y ℄1 � F2 [X;Y ℄0 ! F2 [X; Y ℄2(aX + bY; ) 7! aX2 + bY 2 + (X2 +XY + Y 2)with a; b;  2 F2 : This isomorphism is ompatible with the right ation of GL2(F2 ) = SL2(F2 ): Wededue an isomorphism(Z[CN℄
ZF2 [X; Y ℄1)� (Z[CN℄
ZF2 [X; Y ℄0) �= Z[CN℄ 
ZF2 [X; Y ℄2whih is ompatible with the ation of the Heke operators Tl (with l an odd prime) and diamondoperators.Suppose that (C1) is true for k = 4: Then the non zero linear map � : Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄2 ! Findues a non zero linear map on one of the two fators Z[CN℄ 
ZF2 [X;Y ℄1 or Z[CN℄ 
ZF2 [X; Y ℄0:Therefore (C1) is satis�ed for k = 2 or k = 3 with the same eigenvalues. Hene by the previousases, either (C2) is satis�ed for k = 2 or k = 3 and an f 2 S2(N; ")modF or f 2 S3(N; ")modF or(C3) is satis�ed for k = 2 or k = 3: If N = 1 (C2) annot be satis�ed sine Sk(�1(1)) = f0g (andhene Sk(�1(1))F = f0g) for k � 3 (see e.g. [7℄). If N > 1 and (C2) is satis�ed, we onlude byreplaing f by A1f or by A21f where A1 is the Hasse invariant in harateristi 2. Indeed, one getsA1f or A21f 2 S4(N; ")KatzF = S4(N; ")modF (see [4, x3.1℄, [5, lemma 1.9℄ and x4.2). This proves theproposition in ase p = 2 and k = 4: 17



9.1.4 Case 4: general ase.We argue by indution on k: For N = 1 and p = 2 or p = 3 we will prove the stronger statement that(C1) implies (C3). When k � p+ 2; prop. 13 follows from the ases 1, 2 and 3. In ase N = 1 andp = 2 or p = 3 (C2) is never satis�ed for k � 5:So we an assume k > p+ 2: From the exat sequene in prop. 10 we dedue an exat sequene0! Z[CN℄ 
 Fp [X; Y ℄k�p�3 u0!Z[CN℄ 
 Fp [X; Y ℄k�2 ! Z[CN℄ 
 Uk�2 ! 0:Heke and diamond operators are ompatible with the seond map. The �rst map satis�es:u0(Tnx) = 1nTn(u0(x)) and u0(Rdx) = Rd(u0(x))for x 2 Z[CN℄
 Fp [X;Y ℄k�p�3; n � 1 prime to p and d 2 (Z=NZ)�:Suppose that (C1) is true for k: Hene, the non zero linear map� : Z[CN℄ 
 Fp [X; Y ℄k�2 ! Fpeithera) has non zero restrition to Z[CN℄
 Fp [X;Y ℄k�p�3;b) fators through Z[CN℄ 
 Uk�2:In ase a), we have that (C1) is satis�ed for k � p� 1; with al replaed by bl = al=l and same ":Using the indution hypothesis, we see that we are in one of the two following ases:- there exists f 2 Sk�p�1(N; ")modF suh that Tlf = blf for l prime to pN; Rdf = "(d)f and(N; p) 6= (1; 2) or (1; 3): In this ase, we onlude the proof by q dfdq 2 Sk(N; ")KatzF (see [4,x3.1℄) and Sk(N; ")KatzF = Sk(N; ")modF (see [5, lemma 1.9℄ and x4.2). Remark that f an (andhas to) be hoosen suh that q dfdq is non zero. Indeed, otherwise f would be a pth power, i.e.f =P pnqnp (n 2 F ) but, we an then take P pnqn instead.- there exists integersM;M 0 � 1 suh thatMM 0jN; integers i0; j0 suh that i0+j0 � k0�1 mod p�1 (with k0 = k�p�1), a �nite extension F 0 of F; and Dirihlet haraters "1 : (Z=MZ)�! F 0�;"2 : (Z=M 0Z)�! F 0�; suh that "1"2 = " and "1(l)li0 + "2(l)lj0 = bl for all primes l 6 jpN: Weonlude by taking the same M;M 0; "1; "2; F 0 and by i = i0 + 1; j0 = j + 1:In ase b), we remark that Uk�2 only depends on k mod p � 1: Therefore we �nd an integer d0with 1 � d0 � p � 1 suh that d0 � k � 2 mod p� 1 and Ud0 = Uk�2: From prop. 11, we dedue anexat sequene0! Z[CN℄ 
 Fp [X; Y ℄d0!Z[CN℄
 Ud0 v0!Z[CN℄
 Fp [X;Y ℄p�1�d0 ! 0:Heke and diamond operators are ompatible with the �rst map. The seond satis�es:v0(Tn(x)) = nd0Tn(v0(x)) and v0(Rd(x)) = Rd(v0(x))for x 2 Z[CN℄ 
 Ud0 ; n � 1 prime to pN and d 2 (Z=NZ)�: Sine we have a non zero map in themiddle term of the exat sequene, it is either non zero on the left term, or its fators through theright term.By ases 1, 2 and 3, we obtain in the �rst ase either a uspform of weight d0+2 with eigenvaluesal; harater " or that (C3) is satis�ed for d0 +2 and al (and hene for k sine d0 +2 � k mod p� 1).This �nishes the proof, sine we an multiply the uspform with an appropriate times the Hasseinvariant Ap�1 in harateristi p; suh that we obtain a uspform of weight k; with the same eigen-values al and same harater " (see [4, x3.1℄). Note that we use again Sk(N; ")KatzF = Sk(N; ")modFsine we are in the ase (N; p) 6= (1; 2) or (1; 3) by indution hypothesis.In the seond ase, we obtain by prop. 13 a uspform of weight p+ 1� d0 with eigenvalues al=ld0and harater " or that (C3) is satis�ed for p+1� d0 and al=ld0 : In ase of a modular form of weightp + 1 � d0 there exists, by [4, prop. 3.3℄, a modular form of weight p + 1 + d0 with eigenvalues aland harater ": We an onlude again by multiplying with the Hasse invariant if neessary (see[4, x3.1℄) using the fat that we have (N; p) 6= (1; 2) or (1; 3) by indution hypothesis, and thereforeSk(N; ")KatzF = Sk(N; ")modF (see [5, lemma 1.9℄ and x4.2). In the ase (C3) is satis�ed, we obtain18



integers M;M 0 � 1 suh that MM 0jN; integers i0; j0 suh that i0 + j0 � p � d0 mod p � 1; a �niteextension F 0 of F; and Dirihlet haraters "1 : (Z=MZ)� ! F 0�; "2 : (Z=M 0Z)� ! F 0�; suhthat "1"2 = " and "1(l)li0 + "2(l)lj0 = al=ld0 for all primes l 6 jpN: We onlude by taking the sameM;M 0; F 0; "1; "2 and by i = i0 + d0 and j = j0 + d0: Q.E.D.9.2 ConlusionLet F be a �nite �eld of harateristi p; V a 2-dimensional vetor spae over F and � : Gal(�Q=Q) !GL(V ) a ontinuous representation. Assume that � is absolutely irreduible and odd. Let N; k; and" : (Z=NZ)�! F� be the ondutor, the weight and the harater assoiated by Serre to � (see [13,x1, x2℄).We apply the results of x9.1, with al = Tr �(Frobl) for l a prime not dividing pN in order toprove the main theorem. Serre's onjeture in its strong modi�ed form (see x4.2) for � is equivalent toondition (C2) of x9.1. Our main onjeture for � is equivalent to ondition (C1) of x9.1. Condition(C3) would imply that, after extending salars from F to F 0, � beomes a reduible representation,with semi-simpli�ation isomorphi to "1�ip � "2�jp; where �p : Gal(�Q=Q) ! F�p is the ylotomiharater. This annot happen sine � is assumed to be absolutely irreduible. The main theorem istherefore a onsequene of propositions 12 and 13.10 Comments10.1 An exampleIf the strong onjeture of Serre is stated with Sk(N; ")F instead of Smodk (N; ")F this onjeture is falsein harateristi 2 and 3 (see x4.2). Here is a ounterexample due to Serre. We take N = 13; k = 2:Let � be one of the two Dirihlet harater mod 13 of order 6. One an hek that the dimensionof the spae S2(13; �) is equal to 1 (see formulas in [1℄). Take g the unique normalized new formof level 13, weight 2 and harater �: Its oeÆients lie in Z[�℄ where � = e�i=3: Redue it modulothe unique prime ideal of Z[�℄: One gets a Katz uspform f of level 13, weight 2 and harater ";where " : (Z=13Z)� ! F�3 is the unique harater of order 2. The representation �f is absolutelyirreduible and its assoiated triple is (13; 2; "): However �f does not satisfy the original strong formof Serre's onjeture sine S2(13; "0) = 0: One remarks that the harater is the problem in thisounterexample. However �f does satisfy the onjeture in the modi�ed setting (see x4.2).Let us examine this example in our setting. We look for a map � : C13 ! F3 whih fatorsthrough L2(13) and satis�es the onditions of the main onjeture. One remarks �rst that it suÆesto determine �((1; 0)) and �((a; 1)) for a 2 Z=13Zbeause Rd ats as the harater ": Beause of therelation indued from � it suÆes even to know �((a; 1)) for a 2 Z=13Z:The reader might �nd it interesting to write down the relations indued by � and �: Remark that� indues 3�((3; 1)) = 3�((9; 1)) = 0: In Serre's original setting, this would imply that �((3; 1)) =�((9; 1)) = 0; however in our setting this is an empty ondition. Furthermore, we an now write downthe ation of the Heke operators (for small primes), diagonalize it and one searh for a linear map� whih satis�es the onditions of the main onjeture.We an de�ne an involution  on C13 by (a; b) 7! (a;�b): By alulation (by hand) one an �nda unique (up to multipliation by an non zero element of F3 ) �+ (suh that �+ Æ  = �+) and a ��(suh that �� Æ  = ���). We obtainx 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12�+((x; 1)) 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 0��((x; 1)) 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 0Remark that both ��((3; 1)) and ��((9; 1)) are di�erent from zero.10.2 General remarksOne an de�ne in general an involution  on Z[CN℄ 
ZZ[X;Y ℄k�2; given by (u; v) 
 P (X;Y ) 7!(u;�v) 
 P (�X;Y ): By passing to the quotient this gives a omplex onjugation  on Lk(N): Ifthere exists a � : Lk(N) ! F as in the main onjeture, one an look for �+ and �� (suh that19
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